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The Brauer–Clifford group was introduced to describe the Clifford
theory for ﬁnite groups. It was proved that it has a natural
homomorphism into a Brauer group, and the kernel of this
homomorphism is the set of all equivalence classes of G-algebras
which are full matrix algebras. In this paper, we prove that this
kernel is isomorphic to a second cohomology group. In the Clifford
theory for ﬁnite groups situation, we characterize families of
characters which yield elements in the full matrix subgroup of
the Brauer–Clifford group as those where an appropriate character
has Schur index one. We also show, in this case, how to compute
the element of the second cohomology group associated with this
family of characters.
© 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The Brauer–Clifford group was introduced in [9] to provide a more reﬁned tool for the study of
Clifford theory of ﬁnite groups. The elements of the Brauer–Clifford group are equivalence classes of
central simple G-algebras, see Section 2 below. They are a reﬁnement of the Clifford classes of central
simple G-algebras. In [9], it is proved that the Brauer–Clifford group is always an abelian group. It is
also proved that the Brauer–Clifford group can be used to recover the elements of the Clifford set.
Given any Clifford theory situation, there is a speciﬁc element of a Brauer–Clifford group which is
naturally associated to it. In [9], it is proved that if two different Clifford theories have associated
with them the same element of the Brauer–Clifford group, we have a correspondence of characters
between the two with excellent properties. In this way, the Brauer–Clifford group can replace, with
some added advantages, the Clifford set.
Given any ﬁnite group G and any central simple commutative G-algebra Z over any ﬁeld F , the
Brauer–Clifford group BrClif(G, Z) is deﬁned and it is an abelian group, see Section 2 below. In [9], we
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if we denote by Br(K )Gal(K/F ) the subgroup of the Brauer group of K consisting of all its elements
which are ﬁxed under the action of every element of the Galois group Gal(K/F ), then there exists a
natural group homomorphism
β : BrClif(G, Z) → Br(K )Gal(K/F ).
The kernel ker(β) of this homomorphism is the set of all elements of BrClif(G, Z) which can be
represented by a G-algebra which is isomorphic, as an algebra over Z , to a full matrix algebra over Z .
In the present paper, we denote by FMBrClif(G, Z) the kernel of β . Hence, FMBrClif(G, Z) is the
subgroup of BrClif(G, Z) of all elements which can be represented by G-algebras which are isomor-
phic to full matrix algebras over Z . In Theorem 3.12 below, we prove that this subgroup is always
isomorphic to the second cohomology group H2(G, Z×), where Z× is the group of units of Z . From
this we recover, in Corollary 3.13, a description of the structure of BrClif(G, F ) for F any ﬁeld, a fact
that has its counterpart for Clifford classes, and in this other context was known [4,2]. In the Clifford
theory situation, we characterize when the element of BrClif(G/H, Z) is in FMBrClif(G/H, Z) in terms
of the Schur index of a speciﬁc character being 1. For any such case, we show, in Theorem 5.8, how
to calculate explicitly the corresponding element of H2(G/H, Z×).
One of the motivations for the deﬁnition of the Brauer–Clifford group and for the results in the
present paper is to provide natural tools for the study of character correspondences for ﬁnite groups.
In [7], we proposed a strengthening of the McKay conjecture that takes into account certain ﬁelds
of values and certain Schur indices. In [8], we proved this conjecture for all ﬁnite solvable groups,
with this proof using Clifford classes. In a forthcoming paper, we will prove the strengthened McKay
conjecture for all p-solvable ﬁnite groups using the results of the present paper.
Note that we systematically write all functions on the left, and compose them from right to left.
This allows us, in particular, to compose characters with elements of Galois groups. We also use left
exponential notation (i.e. ga for the action of a group element g on an algebra element a).
2. Reminders and notation
We begin by reviewing some basic deﬁnitions and results, see [5,6,9] for details. For any ring A
with identity, we denote by A× the group of units of A. If, furthermore, G is a group, we denote by
AG the group ring of G over A.
Let G be a ﬁnite group, and let F be a ﬁeld. A G-algebra over F is a ﬁnite dimensional associative
algebra A over F with identity together with a homomorphism from G to the automorphism group
of A. A G-algebra over F is simple if it has exactly two G-invariant two sided ideals. A G-algebra A
over F is central if A = 0 and CZ(A)(G) = F1A , that is, the centralizer of the action of G on the center
of A is only F1A , where 1A is the identity of A. A G-algebra T over F is trivial if there is some
FG-module N such that T = EndF (N) as algebras over F and the action of G on T is by conjugation.
The basic structure of commutative central simple G-algebras is described in the following lemma.
Lemma 2.1. Let A be a commutative central simple G-algebra. Let e1, . . . , eα be the primitive idempotents
of A, and set Ki = ei A for i = 1, . . . ,α. Set I = CG(K1). Then
• dimF (A) = [G : I].
• For i = 1, . . . ,α, Ki is a ﬁeld and Ki/ei F is a Galois extension with Galois group CG(ei)/CG (Ki).
• G acts transitively on {e1, . . . , eα}.
Proof. See Lemma 2.1 in [5]. 
Deﬁnition 2.2. Let G be a ﬁnite group, F be a ﬁeld, and Z be a commutative central simple G-algebra
over F . By a central G-algebra over Z , we mean a G-algebra A over F together with a G-algebra over F
isomorphism between Z(A) and Z .
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structural isomorphism of Z with the center of A, and, instead, we will identify Z and Z(A).
Deﬁnition 2.4. Let G be a ﬁnite group, F be a ﬁeld, and Z be a commutative central simple G-algebra
over F . Let A be a central G-algebra over Z . We say that A is a central simple G-algebra over Z if it is
simple as a G-algebra over F , that is, that it is not 0 and its only two sided G-invariant ideals are A
and 0.
We are now ready to deﬁne the Brauer–Clifford group.
Deﬁnition 2.5. Let G be a ﬁnite group, F be a ﬁeld, and Z be a commutative central simple G-algebra.
We deﬁne the Brauer–Clifford group of G over Z to be the set
BrClif(G, Z)
together with a binary operation. The elements of BrClif(G, Z) are the equivalence classes of central
simple G-algebras over Z , under the equivalence, which we call equivalence relative to Z given as
follows. Suppose A and B are central simple G-algebras over Z . Then, we say that A is equivalent
to B if and only if there exist trivial G-algebras T1 and T2 over F such that
A ⊗F T1  B ⊗F T2
under an isomorphism of central G-algebras over Z . The binary operation on BrClif(G, Z) is that
induced by the tensor product over Z of central simple G-algebras over Z .
Theorem 2.6. Let G be a ﬁnite group, F be a ﬁeld, and Z be a commutative central simple G-algebra. Then, the
Brauer–Clifford group BrClif(G, Z) of G over Z is an abelian group.
Proof. See [9, Theorem 3.10]. 
For the reader’s convenience, we deﬁne the second cohomology group of the action of G on the
multiplicative group of a commutative central simple G-algebra over F .
Deﬁnition 2.7. Let G be a ﬁnite group, F be a ﬁeld, and Z be a commutative central simple G-algebra.
A 2-cocycle of G on Z× is a map
c : G × G → Z×
such that, for all g,h,k ∈ G , we have
c(gh,k)c(g,h) = c(g,hk) gc(h,k).
The set of all 2-cocycles of G on Z× forms an abelian group denoted C2(G, Z×). Given a map
μ : G → Z×,
we deﬁne δμ : G × G → Z× by
δμ(g,h) = μ(g) gμ(h)μ(gh)−1,
for all g,h ∈ G . A map of the form δμ is called a 2-coboundary, and the set of 2-coboundaries forms
a subgroup B2(G, Z×) of C2(G, Z×). The second cohomology group H2(G, Z×) of G with coeﬃcients
in Z× is H2(G, Z×) = C2(G, Z×)/B2(G, Z×).
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Deﬁnition 3.1. Let G be a ﬁnite group, F be a ﬁeld, and Z be a commutative central simple G-
algebra. We deﬁne the Full-Matrix Brauer–Clifford group of G over Z to be the subgroup FMBrClif(G, Z)
of BrClif(G, Z), consisting of all the classes of BrClif(G, Z) which can be represented by a G-algebra
over Z which is isomorphic as an algebra over Z to a full matrix algebra over Z .
Remark 3.2. By [9, Proposition 8.3], this is a subgroup of BrClif(G, Z), and it is in fact the kernel of a
natural homomorphism
BrClif(G, Z) → Br(K )Gal(K/F ),
where K is isomorphic to a minimal ideal of Z .
Lemma 3.3. Let G be a ﬁnite group, F be a ﬁeld, and Z be a commutative central simple G-algebra over F .
Let A be a central simple G-algebra over Z , and suppose that A is isomorphic, as an algebra over Z , to a full
matrix algebra over Z . Let M be an A-module and let ρ : A → EndF (M) be the corresponding representation.
Suppose that ρ is injective and ρ(A) = EndZ (M). Then the following hold.
(1) M is a ﬁnite dimensional vector space over F .
(2) dimF (M) does not depend on the choice of M.
(3) Suppose that N is a faithful A-module and dimF (N) = dimF (M). Then N and M are isomorphic as A-
modules.
Proof. Let e1, . . . , eα be the primitive idempotents of Z and set Ki = ei Z for i = 1, . . . ,α. By
Lemma 2.1, the K1, . . . , Kα are all ﬁelds, they have ﬁnite dimension as vector spaces over F , and
they are conjugate under the action of G . In particular, the K1, . . . , Kα all have the same dimension
over F , which we denote by d1. Furthermore, Z = K1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Kα .
By hypothesis, A is isomorphic to the algebra Matd2×d2 (Z) of all d2 × d2-matrices over Z , as alge-
bras over Z , for some d2. It follows that, as algebras over F ,
A  Matd2×d2(K1) ⊕ · · · ⊕Matd2×d2(K1),
where we take α copies of Matd2×d2 (K1). It now follows from the representation theory of full matrix
algebras and our hypothesis that ρ is injective and ρ(A) = EndZ (M) that M can be viewed as a direct
sum of α irreducible modules, one for each direct summand of A. Recall that the ring Matd2×d2 (K1)
has exactly one isomorphism class of irreducible modules, and they have dimension d1d2 over F . In
particular, dimF (M) = αd1d2. Hence, (1) and (2) hold.
Similarly, since N is faithful, N contains a direct sum of α irreducible modules, one irreducible
module for each direct summand of A. Since each irreducible module for a direct summand of A has
dimension d1d2 over F , and dimF (N) = αd1d2, it follows that M  N as A-modules, as desired. 
Lemma 3.4. Let G be a ﬁnite group, F be a ﬁeld, and Z be a commutative central simple G-algebra over F . Let
A be a central simple G-algebra over Z , and suppose that A is isomorphic, as an algebra over Z , to a full matrix
algebra over Z . Suppose E is a full matrix algebra over F containing A as a subalgebra over F with the same
identity as E and such that CE(Z) = A. Then the following hold:
(1) Suppose φ : A → E is an injective homomorphism of algebras over F . Then, there exists some u ∈ E× such
that, for all a ∈ A, we have φ(a) = uau−1 .
(2) There exists a map f : G → E× such that, for every g ∈ G, a ∈ A, we have ga = f (g)af (g)−1 .
(3) For each g ∈ G, the previous condition determines f (g) uniquely up to multiplication on the right or on
the left by some element of Z× .
(4) For all g,h ∈ G, we have f (g) f (h) f (gh)−1 ∈ Z× .
(5) Deﬁne c : G × G → Z× by c(g,h) = f (g) f (h) f (gh)−1 for all g,h ∈ G. Then c is a 2-cocycle of G on Z× .
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of M0 to an A-module, and let ρ : A → EndF (M) be the corresponding representation. Then ρ is
injective and ρ(A) = EndZ (M). We let N be the same underlying F -vector space as M viewed as an
A-module under a new multiplication ∗ deﬁned by setting a ∗ v = φ(a)v for all a ∈ A, v ∈ M . By
Lemma 3.3, there exists u : M → N an isomorphism of A-modules. Now u ∈ E× and, for all a ∈ A, we
have φ(a)u = ua. Hence, (1) holds.
By (1), the action on A of each g ∈ G is also obtained by conjugation by some element f (g) ∈ E× ,
hence (2) holds. We have that CE (A) = Z , so Condition (2) determines, for each g ∈ G , the element
f (g) up to multiplication on the right by an element of Z× . If z ∈ Z× and g ∈ G , then
f (g)z = f (g)zf (g)−1 f (g) = g zf (g),
so that (3) holds.
Let g,h ∈ G . Then, for all a ∈ A, we have
f (gh)a = gha = f (g) f (h)a.
It follows that f (g) f (h) ∈ Z× f (gh), so that (4) holds. For all g,h,k ∈ G , we have
f (g) f (h) f (k) = c(g,h) f (gh) f (k) = c(g,h)c(gh,k) f (ghk)
= f (g)c(h,k) f (hk) = gc(h,k)c(g,hk) f (ghk).
Hence, (5) holds. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Lemma 3.5. Let G be a ﬁnite group, F be a ﬁeld, and Z be a commutative central simple G-algebra. Let A be
a central simple G-algebra over Z , and suppose that A is isomorphic, as an algebra over Z , to a full matrix
algebra over Z . Then there exist E and f as in Lemma 3.4. Furthermore, the class of c in H2(G, Z×) does not
depend on the choice of E or on the choice of f , i.e. the class of c is uniquely determined by A as a central
simple G-algebra over Z . We will denote by hˆ(A) the class of c in H2(G, Z×).
Proof. Since A is isomorphic to a full matrix algebra over Z , we may assume that there is some
ﬁnitely generated free Z -module M , and that A = EndZ (M). Set E = EndF (M). Then, A = CE(Z), so
E is as in Lemma 3.4. Hence, in the notation of the lemma, f exists and it deﬁnes a map c : G × G →
Z× . Furthermore, c ∈ C2(G, Z×).
Suppose that there exists a second full matrix algebra E2 over F which contains A as a subalgebra
which contains the identity of E2 and is such that CE2 (Z) = A. Let f2 : G → E×2 be such that, for all
a ∈ A, g ∈ G , we have ga = f2(g)af2(g)−1. Deﬁne
c2 : G × G → Z×
c2(g,h) = f2(g) f2(h) f2(gh)−1 for all g,h ∈ G.
Then, by Lemma 3.3(2), dimF (E2) = dimF (E), so that E is isomorphic to E2. Let
ρ : E2 → E
be an isomorphism of algebras over F . Then ρ(A) is a subalgebra of E isomorphic to A. By
Lemma 3.4(1), there exists some automorphism of E which extends the isomorphism ρ restricted
to A → ρ(A). Composing ρ with the inverse of this automorphism of E , we obtain an isomorphism
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all a ∈ A, g ∈ G , we have that
ga = f1(g)af1(g)−1.
Hence, there is a function μ : G → Z× such that, for all g ∈ G , we have f1(g) = μ(g) f (g). Further-
more, for all g,h ∈ G , c2(g,h) ∈ Z× , so that, as ρ1 is the identity on A,
c2(g,h) = f2(g) f2(h) f2(gh)−1 = f1(g) f1(h) f1(gh)−1.
Then,
c2(g,h) = μ(g) f (g)μ(h) f (h) f (gh)−1μ(gh)−1
= μ(g) gμ(h) f (g) f (h) f (gh)−1μ(gh)−1
= μ(g) gμ(h)μ(gh)−1c(g,h).
Hence, the class of c in H2(G, Z×) does not depend on the choice of f or E . This completes the proof
of the lemma. 
Lemma 3.6. Let G be a ﬁnite group, F be a ﬁeld, and Z be a commutative central simple G-algebra. Let A
be a central simple G-algebra over Z , and suppose that A is isomorphic, as an algebra over Z , to a full matrix
algebra over Z , that E is a full matrix algebra over F containing A as a subalgebra over F with the same identity
as E and such that CE(Z) = A. Assume that f : G → E× is a group homomorphism such that, for all z ∈ Z and
g ∈ G, we have g z = f (g)zf (g)−1 . Suppose, furthermore, that κ : G → A× is such that, for all a ∈ A, we have
f (g)−1gaf (g) = κ(g)aκ(g)−1 . Then, setting, (using the notation αβ = αβα−1),
c : G × G → Z×
c(g,h) = f (g)κ(g) f (gh)κ(h) f (gh)κ(gh)−1
deﬁnes a 2-cocycle c, and c is a representative for hˆ(A).
Proof. Set f1 : G → E× by f1(g) = f (g)κ(g) for all g ∈ G . By our assumptions, f1 satisﬁes the condi-
tions of Lemma 3.4, so that, setting
c1 : G × G → Z×
c1(g,h) = f1(g) f1(h) f1(gh)−1
deﬁnes a 2-cocycle c1, and c1 is a representative for hˆ(A). Now, for all g,h ∈ G , we have
c1(g,h) = f (g)κ(g) f (h)κ(h)κ(gh)−1 f (gh)−1
= f (g)κ(g) f (gh)κ(h) f (gh)κ(gh)−1,
because f is a group homomorphism. Hence, c = c1, and the lemma follows. 
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A and B be central simple G-algebras over Z , and suppose that A and B are isomorphic, as algebras over Z ,
to full matrix algebras over Z . Then the G-algebra A ⊗Z B is central simple over Z , and it is isomorphic, as an
algebra over Z , to a full matrix algebra over Z . In addition,
hˆ(A ⊗Z B) = hˆ(A)hˆ(B).
Proof. Let E = EndF (Z) be the algebra of all the endomorphisms of Z as a vector space over F . The
elements of Z are identiﬁed with a subalgebra of E by their action by multiplication, and the action
of G on Z deﬁnes a group homomorphism f : G → E× . Furthermore, as Z is semisimple as an algebra
over F , CE(Z) = Z and, for all g ∈ G , and all z ∈ Z , we have g z = f (g)zf (g)−1.
Since A and B are full matrix algebras over Z , we can ﬁnd A0 a subalgebra of A having the same
identity as A, and B0 a subalgebra of B having the same identity as B such that A0 and B0 are full
matrix algebras over F , and A = A0 ⊗F Z and B = Z ⊗F B0. We set E1 = A0 ⊗F E and E2 = E ⊗F B0.
Then both E1 and E2 are full matrix algebras over F , A is a subalgebra of E1 having the same identity
as E1, B is a subalgebra of E2 having the same identity as E2, and CE1 (Z) = A and CE2 (Z) = B . Set
E3 = A0 ⊗F E ⊗F B0. Then E3 is a full matrix algebra over F . We can naturally view E1 and E2 as
subalgebras of E3 having the same identity as E3. The algebra Z is identiﬁed in the same way as
a subalgebra of E3 when viewed as a subalgebra of E , or when viewed as a subalgebra of E1 or as
a subalgebra of E2. Now CE3 (Z) = A0 ⊗F Z ⊗F B0, which is naturally isomorphic to A ⊗Z B . We use
this isomorphism to identify A ⊗Z B with a subalgebra of E3.
Let κ1 : G → E×1 be such that, for all a ∈ A and g ∈ G , we have f (g)−1 gaf (g) = κ1(g)aκ1(g)−1.
Similarly, let κ2 : G → E×2 be such that, for all b ∈ B and g ∈ G , we have f (g)−1gbf (g) =
κ2(g)bκ2(g)−1. It then follows that the image of κ1 commutes with Z , so that the image is contained
in A× , and similarly, the image of κ2 is contained in B× . Furthermore, setting κ3(g) = κ1(g)κ2(g),
for all g ∈ G , we obtain a map κ3 : G → (A ⊗Z B)× , such that, for all g ∈ G , c ∈ A ⊗Z B , we have
f (g)−1gc f (g) = κ3(g)cκ3(g)−1. For i = 1,2,3, set
ci : G × G → Z×
ci(g,h) = f (g)κi(g) f (gh)κi(h) f (gh)κi(gh)−1.
By Lemma 3.6, we have that c1 is a representative for hˆ(A), c2 is a representative for hˆ(B), and c3 is
a representative for hˆ(A ⊗Z B). Our choice of f is such that, for all g ∈ G , f (g) normalizes both
A and B . A short computation then shows that c3 = c1c2. It follows that hˆ(A ⊗Z B) = hˆ(A)hˆ(B), as
desired. 
Lemma 3.8. Let G be a ﬁnite group, F be a ﬁeld, and Z be a commutative central simple G-algebra over F . Sup-
pose that T is a trivial G-algebra over F . Then, Z ⊗F T is a central simple G-algebra over Z , and hˆ(Z ⊗F T ) = 1.
Proof. It follows from Lemma 2.1 that Z ⊗F T has the structure of a direct sum of full matrix algebras
over ﬁelds, transitively permuted by the action of G . It then follows that Z ⊗F T is a central simple
G-algebra over Z . Furthermore, Z ⊗F T is a full matrix algebra over Z , so that hˆ(Z ⊗F T ) is deﬁned.
As in the previous proof, let E = EndF (Z) be the algebra of all the endomorphisms of Z as a
vector space over F . The elements of Z are identiﬁed with a subalgebra of E by their action by
multiplication, and the action of G on Z deﬁnes a group homomorphism f : G → E× . Furthermore,
CE(Z) = Z and, for all g ∈ G , and all z ∈ Z , we have g z = f (g)zf (g)−1. Let N be the FG-module such
that T = EndF (N), and let κ : G → E× be the corresponding representation. Set E0 = E ⊗F T . Then,
E0 is a full matrix algebra over F , and CE0 (Z ⊗F 1) = Z ⊗F T . With appropriate identiﬁcations, we
may view f as a group homomorphism G → E×0 , and κ as a group homomorphism G → E×0 . In this
way, the image of f commutes element by element with the image of κ . Now f and κ satisfy the
hypotheses of Lemma 3.6. It then follows that hˆ(Z ⊗F T ) = 1, as desired. 
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G-algebra over F . Let c ∈ C2(G, Z×) be a 2-cocycle. Then the c-crossed product of G over Z is the
following algebra G = ZcG over F . G is a free Z -module with basis B, where there is a ﬁxed bijection
b : G → B. Multiplication in G is given by
(∑
g∈G
λgb(g)
)(∑
h∈G
μhb(h)
)
=
∑
g∈G
(∑
h∈G
λh
hμh−1gc
(
h,h−1g
))
b(g)
for all λg,μh ∈ Z .
Lemma 3.10. G is an (associative) algebra over F whose identity is 1G = c(1,1)−1b(1). We have B ⊆ G× .
For every λ ∈ Z and g ∈ G, we have
b(g)(λ1G)b(g)
−1 = gλ1G,
and, in particular, b(g)(Z1G)b(g)−1 = Z1G , and this gives to Z1G the structure of a G-algebra over F . The
map λ 
→ λ1G is an isomorphism of Z → Z1G of G-algebras over F . We will use this isomorphism to iden-
tify Z with Z1G .
Proof. These properties of crossed products are standard, and they may be found, for example, in [3],
but, for the reader’s convenience, we sketch a proof of the lemma here. The multiplication on G is
well deﬁned, and distributive. Furthermore, for g,h,k ∈ G , and λg,μh, νk ∈ Z , we have
λgb(g)
(
μhb(h)νkb(k)
)= λg gμh ghνk gc(h,k)c(g,hk)b(ghk),(
λgb(g)μhb(h)
)
νkb(k) = λg gμhc(g,h) ghνkc(gh,k)b(ghk).
Since c is a 2-cocycle, it then follows from Deﬁnition 2.7 that G is associative. Furthermore,
since c(g,1 · 1) gc(1,1) = c(g · 1,1)c(g,1), we have that gc(1,1) = c(g,1) for all g ∈ G , and
λgb(g)c(1,1)−1b(1) = λg gc(1,1)−1c(g,1)b(g) = λgb(g). In addition, since c(1,1 · g)c(1, g) =
c(1 · 1, g)c(1,1), we have c(1, g) = c(1,1), for all g ∈ G , and
c(1,1)−1b(1)λgb(g) = c(1,1)−1λgc(1, g)b(g) = λgb(g).
Hence, c(1,1)−1b(1) is the identity of G. Henceforth, we set 1G = c(1,1)−1b(1).
It now follows from the above and the deﬁnition of the product in G that the map λ 
→ λ1G
is an isomorphism Z → Z1G of algebras over F . Hence, Z×b(1) ⊆ G× . Let g ∈ G . It follows from
the deﬁnition of product, that b(g)b(g−1) and b(g−1)b(g) are elements in Z×b(1). This implies that
b(g) has both a right inverse and a left inverse in G, which yields that b(g) ∈ G× . Since b is surjective,
it follows that B ⊆ G× .
Let λ ∈ Z and g ∈ G . The deﬁnition of the product in G yields that b(g)(λ1G) = gλb(g), and
b(g)(λ1G)b(g)
−1 = gλ1G
follows. The rest of the properties stated in the lemma now follow from what we have already
proved. 
Lemma 3.11. Let G be as above. Suppose that M is a G-module, such that it is free of ﬁnite rank over Z , and
R is a free F G-module of rank a. Then M ⊗F R is naturally a G-module, and it is a free G-module of rank
a rankZ (M).
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(∑
g∈G
λgb(g)
)
· (m ⊗F r) =
∑
g∈G
(
λgb(g)m ⊗F gr
)
.
This is well deﬁned, and deﬁnes a G-module structure on M ⊗F R . Let B be a Z -basis for M , and let
A be a set of free generators for R , so that |B| = rankZ (M) and |A| = a. Then, the set S = {b ⊗F r:
r ∈ A, b ∈ B} is a subset of M ⊗F R of cardinality |S| = a rankZ (M). It is enough to show that the
collection b(g)(b ⊗F r) for g ∈ G , b ∈ B , and r ∈ A is a Z -basis for M ⊗F R . Suppose λg,b,r ∈ Z for
g ∈ G , b ∈ B , r ∈ A, and
∑
g∈G
b∈B
r∈A
λg,b,rb(g)(b ⊗F r) = 0.
Let r ∈ A. Then
∑
g∈G
b∈B
λg,b,rb(g)b ⊗F gr = 0.
Since the gr for g ∈ G are linearly independent over F , this implies that, for all g ∈ G , we have
b(g)
∑
b∈B
g−1λg,b,rb =
∑
b∈B
λg,b,rb(g)b = 0.
Hence, λg,b,r = 0 for all g ∈ G , b ∈ B , and r ∈ A, so the collection is linearly independent over Z .
Hence, the dimension over F of its span is adimF (Z)|B||G| = dimF (M ⊗F R). It follows that S is a
free basis for M ⊗F R as a G-module. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Theorem 3.12. Let G be a ﬁnite group, let F be a ﬁeld and let Z be a commutative central simple G-algebra
over F . Then, the map hˆ of Lemma 3.5 factors through FMBrClif(G, Z), and yields a map
h : FMBrClif(G, Z) → H2(G, Z×).
Furthermore, h is a group isomorphism.
Proof. Suppose that A and B are central simple G-algebras over Z which are full matrix algebras
over Z and such that they are in the same class in FMBrClif(G, Z). By Deﬁnition 2.5, there exist trivial
G-algebras T1 and T2 over F , such that
A ⊗F T1  B ⊗F T2
under an isomorphism of central G-algebras over Z . By Lemma 3.5, hˆ(A) depends only on the struc-
ture of A as central simple G-algebra over Z . By Lemma 3.8, we have
hˆ(Z ⊗F T1) = hˆ(Z ⊗F T2) = 1.
Since A ⊗F T1  A ⊗Z Z ⊗F T1, and B ⊗F T1  B ⊗Z Z ⊗F T1, using Lemma 3.7, we obtain
hˆ(A) = hˆ(A ⊗F T1) = hˆ(B ⊗F T2) = hˆ(B).
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that h is a group homomorphism.
Now suppose, conversely, that A and B are central simple G-algebras over Z , which are full matrix
algebras over Z , and such that hˆ(A) = hˆ(B). Let c be a representative for hˆ(A) = hˆ(B) ∈ H2(G, Z×).
Let G be the corresponding c-crossed product of G over Z as in Deﬁnition 3.9. Let E1 and E2 be full
matrix algebras over F such that E1 contains A as a subalgebra which contains the same identity
as E1, and E2 contains B as a subalgebra which contains the same identity as E2 in such a way that
A = CE1 (Z) and B = CE2 (Z). Let f1 and f2 be such that f1 : G → E×1 and f2 : G → E×2 are such that for
all a ∈ A, g ∈ G , we have ga = f1(g)af1(g)−1, and, for all b ∈ B , g ∈ G , we have gb = f2(g)bf2(g)−1.
By multiplying the values of f1 and f2 by appropriate elements of Z× , we may assume that, for all
g, γ ∈ G , we have
c(g, γ ) = f1(g) f1(γ ) f1(gγ )−1 = f2(g) f2(γ ) f2(gγ )−1.
We now extend the maps f1 and f2 to
fi : G → Ei
fi
(∑
g∈G
λgb(g)
)
=
∑
g∈G
λg f i(g)
for all λg ∈ Z . A short computation shows that fi is a ring homomorphism. It follows from Lemma 3.10
that fi(1G) ∈ E×i , and, since it is an idempotent, it follows that fi(1G) = 1Ei . By Lemma 3.10, Z is
identiﬁed with a subalgebra of G. Furthermore, for each λ ∈ Z , fi(λ1G) = λ1Ei , so that fi preserves the
identiﬁcation of Z with a subalgebra of G and with a subalgebra of Ei . Let Mi be the F -vector space
such that Ei = EndF (Mi). Then, fi gives a G-module structure to Mi . Since A and B are full matrix
algebras over Z , as a Z -module, both M1 and M2 are free of ﬁnite rank. Let R1 be a free FG-module
of rank rankZ (M2), and let R2 be a free FG-module of rank rankZ (M1). By Lemma 3.11, Mi ⊗F Ri is
a free G-module of rank rankZ (M1) rankZ (M2), for i = 1,2. It follows that M1 ⊗F R1  M2 ⊗F R2 as
G-modules.
Let the map ρi : G → Ei ⊗F EndF (Ri) be the representation corresponding to the module Mi ⊗F Ri .
Let φ : M1 ⊗F R1 → M2 ⊗F R2 be an isomorphism of G-modules. Then, for every g ∈ G, we have
φρ1(g) = ρ2(g)φ. Furthermore, this isomorphism implies an isomorphism of G-algebras between
CE1⊗F EndF (R1)(Z) and CE2⊗F EndF (R2)(Z). Since CEi⊗F EndF (Ri)(Z)  CEi (Z) ⊗F EndF (Ri), we get that
A ⊗F EndF (R1)  B ⊗F EndF (R2),
as G-algebras over Z . Since EndF (Ri) are trivial G-algebras over F , we have that A and B represent
the same element of FMBrClif(G, Z). Hence, the map h is injective.
Finally, we prove that h is surjective. Let α ∈ H2(G, Z×). Pick a representative c ∈ α. Let G be the
corresponding c-crossed product of G over Z as in Deﬁnition 3.9. Let E = EndF (G) be the algebra of
all endomorphisms of G as a vector space over F . The action of G on itself by multiplication yields
an embedding of G into E , and we use it to identify G with a subalgebra of E . By Lemma 3.10, we
also have an identiﬁcation of Z with a subalgebra of G. Let A = CE(Z). Since Z is semisimple as an
algebra over F , A is a central algebra over Z . For each g ∈ G , b(g) ∈ G is an invertible element. For
each g ∈ G , and a ∈ A, we deﬁne ga = b(g)ab(g)−1. Since b(g)Zb(g)−1 = Z , we have ga ∈ A. It follows
that, for each g ∈ G , conjugation by b(g) produces an automorphism of A as an algebra over F . Since
conjugation by any element of Z× ﬁxes every element of A, it follows from the deﬁnition of G that
the above does deﬁne an action of G on A. Hence, A is a G-algebra over F . Furthermore, the action
of G on Z as a subalgebra of G coincides with the original action of G on Z which gives to Z the
structure of a commutative central simple G-algebra over F . Now, A is the direct sum of full matrix
algebras over ﬁelds, permuted transitively the action of G . It then follows that A is a central simple
G-algebra over Z . Furthermore, A is a full matrix algebra over Z . Let f : G → E× be deﬁned by
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g, γ ∈ G , we have
f (g) f (γ ) f (gγ )−1 = b(g)b(γ )b(gγ )−1 = c(g, γ ).
Hence, hˆ(A) = α. Therefore, h is surjective. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
The theorem together with some earlier results of [9] allow us to characterize the full Brauer–
Clifford group in the case where Z is the base ﬁeld F . This characterization was known earlier, in a
different context, see [4,2].
Corollary 3.13. Let G be a ﬁnite group and let F be any ﬁeld, then
BrClif(G, F )  Br(F ) × H2(G, F×).
Proof. By applying [9, Theorem 8.2] to the case where Z = F , we know there is a natural group
homomorphism f : BrClif(G, F ) → Br(F ) which arises from considering a central simple G-algebra
with center F as a central simple algebra over F . The kernel of f is FMBrClif(G, F ). Furthermore,
given any element of Br(F ), we can ﬁnd a central simple algebra A over F which represents it, and
we can consider A as a central simple G-algebra over F with trivial action of G on A. This process
provides a group homomorphism Br(F ) → BrClif(G, F ), which splits the map f . Hence, BrClif(G, F ) 
Br(F ) × FMBrClif(G, F ). By Theorem 3.12, FMBrClif(G, F )  H2(G, F×). Hence, the result. 
4. Some consequences for Brauer–Clifford groups
When the base ﬁeld F is algebraically closed, the results above help us to describe the Brauer–
Clifford group.
Theorem4.1. Let G be a ﬁnite group, and let F be an algebraically closed ﬁeld. Suppose that Z is a commutative
central simple G-algebra over F . Then, we have
BrClif(G, Z) = FMBrClif(G, Z)  H2(G, Z×).
Proof. Since F is algebraically closed, any minimal ideal of Z is isomorphic to F . Furthermore, it
is well known that the Brauer group Br(F ) is trivial. By Remark 3.2, it follows that BrClif(G, Z) =
FMBrClif(G, Z). The group isomorphism follows directly from Theorem 3.12. 
Furthermore, if elements of the Brauer–Clifford group are deﬁned over an algebraically closed ﬁeld,
and they are equivalent over some ﬁeld extension, then they are equivalent over the algebraically
closed ﬁeld. More precisely:
Theorem 4.2. Let G be a ﬁnite group, let F be an algebraically closed ﬁeld, and let Z be a commutative central
simple G-algebra. Let K be an extension ﬁeld of F . Then the homomorphism (see [9, Theorem 4.1])
BrClif(G, Z) → BrClif(G, K ⊗F Z)
is injective. Furthermore, if K is algebraically closed, then this map is an isomorphism.
Proof. By [9, Theorem 4.1], this map is always deﬁned and is a group homomorphism. Hence, in the
general case, it is enough to show that the kernel is trivial. Then, by extending K further if necessary,
we may assume that K is also algebraically closed. By Theorem 4.1, we need to show that the map
H2
(
G, Z×
)→ H2(G, (K ⊗F Z)×)
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its multiplicative group is then the direct product Z×  F× × · · · × F× , and also, (K ⊗F Z)×  K× ×
· · · × K× . Since both K and F are algebraically closed, taking the |G|th power in K×/F× is a group
automorphism. This implies that taking |G|th powers in (K ⊗F Z)×/Z× is also a group automorphism.
It follows that Hi(G, (K ⊗F Z)×/Z×) is trivial for all i = 1,2, . . . , as its elements are annihilated by
taking |G|th powers, see for example [1]. Then, by the Long Exact Sequence in Cohomology, see for
example [1], the map in question is between two trivial groups, so it is a group isomorphism, as
desired. 
5. Full matrix group and Clifford theory
The Brauer–Clifford is designed to study Clifford theory of some irreducible character of a ﬁnite
group, with respect to a normal subgroup. In this section, we apply the earlier results to this situation.
In this section, we ﬁx F to be a ﬁeld of characteristic zero. We assume all ordinary characters of ﬁnite
groups take their values in F , the algebraic closure of F . We start with some reminders from [9].
Deﬁnition 5.1. Let G be a ﬁnite group, let π : G → G be a surjective group homomorphism, let H =
ker(π), and let ψ be an irreducible character of a subgroup of G that contains H . Let θ1 be an
irreducible character of H which is contained in the restriction of ψ to H , let θ1, . . . , θr ∈ Irr(H) be
the G × Gal(F/F )-orbit of θ1, and let eθ1 , . . . , eθr be the corresponding primitive central idempotents
of Z(F H). Set e = eθ1 + · · · + eθr . Then e ∈ Z(F H), and we set F0 = e(F H ∩ Z(FG)). We deﬁne the
center algebra of ψ with respect to π and F to be the G-algebra eZ(F H) over F0, and we denote it
by Z(ψ,π, F ), or, if the base ﬁeld F is understood, by Z(ψ,π). For each θ ∈ {θ1, . . . , θr}, the central
character associated with θ , restricts non-trivially to a map
ωθ : Z(ψ,π, F ) → F
which we also call the central character associated with θ .
Deﬁnition 5.2. Let G be a ﬁnite group, let H be a normal subgroup of G , and let ψ be an irreducible
character of a subgroup of G that contains H . We let θ1 be an irreducible character contained in
the restriction of ψ to H , and we let θ1, . . . , θr ∈ Irr(H) be the G × Gal(F/F )-orbit of θ1, and we let
θ = θ1 + · · · + θr . (θ does not depend on our choice of θ1.) A G-module M over F is ψ-quasihomo-
geneous (with respect to H) if it is not 0 and its restriction to H affords as character some positive
multiple of θ .
Deﬁnition 5.3. Let G be a ﬁnite group, let F be a ﬁeld of characteristic zero, and suppose we are
given a surjective group homomorphism π : G → G onto a group G with kernel H . Let ψ be an
irreducible character of a subgroup of G that contains H . Let Z = Z(ψ,π, F ) be the center algebra
of ψ with respect to π and F . Suppose that M is any ψ-quasihomogeneous G-module over F . We
view EndF H (M) as a central simple G-algebra over Z , and we denote by
[[ψ]] = [[ψ,π, F ]] ∈ BrClif(G, Z)
the element of BrClif(G, Z) that it deﬁnes. We say that this is the element of the Brauer–Clifford group
associated to ψ .
The fact that these are all well deﬁned, and some of their basic properties are studied in [9].
Combining this with earlier results, we obtain easily that if we have equality of elements of the
Brauer–Clifford group associated with characters over any one ﬁeld, then it also holds over every
algebraically closed ﬁeld.
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πi : Gi → G be surjective group homomorphisms from ﬁnite groups Gi , for i = 1,2. Let ψi be an irreducible
character of some subgroup of Gi that contains the kernel of πi . Suppose that, for some ﬁeld K of characteristic
zero, there exists some isomorphism α : Z(ψ1,π1, K ) → Z(ψ2,π2, K ) which induces an isomorphism
α : BrClif(G,Z(ψ1,π1, K ))→ BrClif(G,Z(ψ2,π2, K ))
such that α([[ψ,π1, K ]]) = [[ψ,π2, K ]]. Then, the statement obtained by replacing K by F also holds.
Proof. By [9, Proposition 7.8], we know that ﬁeld extensions in this situation correspond naturally to
some group homomorphisms between Brauer–Clifford groups. It follows that it is enough to show it
for F being the algebraic closure of Q. By taking an algebraic closure if necessary, we may assume
that K is algebraically closed. Then, by Theorem 4.2, the result follows. 
Theorem 5.5. Let G be a ﬁnite group, H a normal subgroup of G, and ψ an irreducible character of some
subgroup of G that contains H. Let π : G → G be a surjective group homomorphism with ker(π) = H. Let
θ ∈ Irr(H) be contained in the restriction of ψ to H. Let Z = Z(ψ,π, F ). Then [[ψ,π, F ]] ∈ FMBrClif(G, Z) if
and only if the Schur index mF (θ) = 1.
Proof. Let θ1 = θ, θ2, . . . , θr be the G ×Gal(F/F )-orbit of θ , and set θ = θ1 +· · ·+ θr , let eθ1 , . . . , eθr be
the corresponding primitive central idempotents of Z(F H). Set e = eθ1 + · · ·+ eθr , so that Z = eZ(F H).
Let M be a ψ-quasihomogeneous (with respect to H) G-module over F . Then the restriction of M
to H affords as character a positive integer multiple of θ . We let
ρ : F H → EndF (M)
be the corresponding representation. Let e1 be the sum of eθ and all its conjugates under Gal(F/F ). It
is well known that ρ(e1F H) is a full matrix algebra over e1 Z if and only if mF (θ) = 1. Since e is the
sum of e1 and all its G-conjugates, it follows that ρ(F H) = ρ(eF H) is a full matrix algebra over Z if
and only if mF (θ) = 1. Now, by deﬁnition, [[ψ]] is represented by the G-algebra EndF H (M) over Z .
Since EndF H (M) is a full matrix algebra over Z if and only if ρ(F H) is a full matrix algebra over Z ,
the theorem follows. 
Proposition 5.6. Let G be a ﬁnite group, H a normal subgroup of G, and ψ an irreducible character of some
subgroup of G that contains H. Let π : G → G be a surjective group homomorphism with ker(π) = H. Let
θ ∈ Irr(H) be contained in the restriction of ψ to H, and assume that the Schur index mF (θ) = 1. Let θ1 =
θ, θ2, . . . , θr be the G ×Gal(F/F )-orbit of θ , and set θ = θ1 +· · ·+ θr . Let M be an H-module over F affording
the character θ , set E = EndF (M), and let ρ : F H → E be the representation given by M. We set A = ρ(F H),
Z = Z(ψ,π, F ), and we use ρ to identify Z with Z(A). We notice that the conjugation action of G on F H
induces on A the structure of a G-algebra over F . Then, there exists a function f : G → E× such that all the
following hold:
(1) For all g ∈ G, a ∈ A, we have ga = f (g)a.
(2) For all h ∈ H, we have f (h) = ρ(h).
(3) For all g ∈ G, h ∈ H, we have f (gh) = f (g) f (h), and f (hg) = f (h) f (g).
Proof. We know that E is a full matrix algebra over F , and viewing Z as a subalgebra of E we have
that CE(Z) = A. Choose R to be a set of representatives for the cosets of H in G which includes the
identity 1 as the representative for H . For each r ∈ R , the action of r on A is an algebra automorphism
of A. By Lemma 3.4(1), there exists some element f (r) ∈ E× such that, for all a ∈ A, we have ra =
f (r)af (r)−1, and f (1) = 1. Deﬁne, for h ∈ H and r ∈ R , f (rh) = f (r)ρ(h). This deﬁnes a function
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f (rhh1) = f (rh) f (h1) and
f (h1rh) = f
(
rr−1h1rh
)= f (r)ρ(r−1h1r)ρ(h).
Using the deﬁnition of the action of G on A and (1), we have
f (r)ρ
(
r−1h1r
)
ρ(h) = ρ(h1) f (rh),
and (3) follows. 
Lemma 5.7. In the situation of Proposition 5.6, recall that Z is identiﬁedwith a subalgebra of E and CE(A) = Z .
Setting, for all g1, g2 ∈ G,
c(g1, g2) = f (g1) f (g2) f (g1g2)−1,
for all g1, g2 ∈ G such that π(g1) = g1 and π(g2) = g2 , deﬁnes a map c : G × G → Z× .
Proof. Since CE(Z) = A, we have CE(A) = Z(A) = Z . Let g1, g2 ∈ G . Then, by Proposition 5.6(1), we
have
f (g1) f (g2) f (g1g2)
−1 ∈ CE(A)× = Z×.
Let h1,h2 ∈ H . Then, using the properties of f , we see that
f (g1h1) f (g2h2) f (g1h1g2h2)
−1 = f (g1) f (g2) f
(
g−12 h1g2h2
)(
f (g1g2) f
(
g−12 h1g2h2
))−1
,
so that c is well deﬁned, as required. 
Theorem 5.8. Let G be a ﬁnite group, H a normal subgroup of G, and ψ an irreducible character of some
subgroup of G that contains H. Let π : G → G be a surjective homomorphismwith ker(π) = H. Let θ ∈ Irr(H)
be contained in the restriction of ψ to H, and assume thatmF (θ) = 1. Let Z = Z(ψ,π, F ). Then [[ψ,π, F ]] ∈
FMBrClif(G, Z) and we let h : FMBrClif(G, Z) → H2(G, Z×) be the isomorphism of Theorem 3.12. Then, we
can construct any function f as in Proposition 5.6, and then obtain the function c of Lemma 5.7, and c is a
2-cocycle and c−1 represents the element
h
([[ψ,π, F ]]) ∈ H2(G, Z×).
Proof. We know that θ = θ1 + · · · + θr , that M is an H-module over F affording the character θ , that
E = EndF (M), and that ρ : F H → E is the representation given by M . We have set A = ρ(F H). By the
proof of Theorem 5.5, we know that A is a full matrix algebra in its action on M , i.e. there exists a
basis B for M as a free Z -module, and A = CE(Z).
Let F0 be the centralizer in Z of the action of G . By [9, Proposition 7.2], F0 is a ﬁeld. Set E0 =
EndF0(Z), so that E0 is a full matrix algebra over F0. The action of G on Z gives us a representation
μ : G → E×0 whose kernel contains H . Now, we deﬁne an action of E0 on M , by setting, for σ ∈ E0,
and λb ∈ Z , for b ∈ B,
σ ·
∑
λbb =
∑
σ(λb)b.
b∈B b∈B
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A0 is a full matrix algebra over F0, and the algebra A is generated by A0 and Z . Deﬁne a map
κ : G → A×
by setting, for all g ∈ G , κ(g) = f (g)μ(g)−1. Since f (g) and μ(g) act the same way by conjugation
on Z , we know that κ(g) ∈ A× . We may express the function c in terms of κ , as follows. For all
g1, g2 ∈ G , we have
c
(
π(g1),π(g2)
)= κ(g1)μ(g1)κ(g2)μ(g2)μ(g2)−1μ(g1)−1κ(g1g2)−1
= κ(g1) μ(g1)κ(g2)κ(g1g2)−1.
Let M1 be a ψ-quasihomogeneous (with respect to H) G-module over F . We set E1 = EndF (M1),
and we let
ρ1 : FG → E1
be the corresponding representation. The restriction of M1 to H affords as character a positive integer
multiple of θ . Hence, as F H-module, we may choose a ﬁnite number of submodules of M1, each
isomorphic to M , such that M1 is the direct sum of them. Using the diagonal action of E on this direct
sum, we identify E with a unital subalgebra of E1. For all h ∈ H , we now have that ρ(h) = ρ1(h).
We set B = EndF H (M1), so that, by 5.3 and Theorem 3.12,
hˆ(B) = h([[ψ,π, F ]]) ∈ H2(G, Z×).
We set E2 = CE1 (A0). Then, E2 is a full matrix algebra over F0. Notice that CE2 (Z) = CE1 (A) = B .
Deﬁne a map
f1 : G → E×2
by setting f1(g) = μ(g) f (g)−1ρ1(g) for all g ∈ G . By Proposition 5.6(1), we have that f (g)−1ρ1(g) ∈
CE1 (A) ⊆ E2 and μ(g) ∈ CE1 (A0) = E2, so that f1(g) ∈ E×2 . Furthermore, since μ(g) f (g)−1 ∈
CE(Z) = A, we have, for all g ∈ G and b ∈ B that gb = f1(g)b. In addition, by 5.6(3) and the fact
that H ⊆ ker(μ), we have that f1 factors through G . Deﬁne the function
c1 : G × G → Z×
by c1(g1, g2) = f1(g1) f1(g2) f1(g1g2)−1 for all g1, g2 ∈ G such that π(g1) = g1 and π(g2) = g2. Then,
c1 is a 2-cocycle and represents hˆ(B).
Deﬁne a function
κ1 : G → B×
by setting, for all g ∈ G , κ1(g) = f1(g)μ(g)−1. Since f1(g) and μ(g) act the same way by conjugation
on Z , we have that κ1(g) ∈ CE2 (Z) = B . We may express the function c1 in terms of κ1, as follows.
For all g1, g2 ∈ G , we have
c1(g1, g2) = κ1(g1)μ(g1)κ1(g2)μ(g2)μ(g2)−1μ(g1)−1κ1(g1g2)−1
= κ1(g1) μ(g1)κ1(g2)κ1(g1g2)−1.
3658 A. Turull / Journal of Algebra 321 (2009) 3643–3658Since A and B commute, we have that, for all g1, g2 ∈ G ,
c(g1, g2)c1(g1, g2) = κ(g1)κ1(g1) μ(g1)
(
κ(g2)κ1(g2)
)(
κ(g1g2)κ1(g1g2)
)−1
,
which implies, since ρ1(g) = κ(g)κ1(g)μ(g) for all g ∈ G , and ρ1 is a homomorphism, that
c(g1, g2)c1(g1, g2) = 1.
Hence, hˆ(B) is represented by c−1, and the theorem follows. 
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